Answers 17/11
1) (iv) you wished to cut down as many ruffs as possible both in dummy and declarer's hand.
Clearly E/W are sacrificing and cant have enough high points for a 5 level contract.
They may get close by ruffs though , perhaps in dummy and declarers hands.
The lead of the trump will rob them of at least one ruff. ( Your partner and you will
continue to lead trumps when you get the lead to cut down even more ruffs later )
2) (i) you felt each of the other suits were too dangerous to lead from
Something of a negative lead -you led the trump because you had holdings in the
other suits you didnt want to lead from.
3)(iii) you wanted to play completely safe because the opponents had stretched
Well you have pushed the opponents , perhaps too high so dont want to make a
risky lead now. Leading a trump is safe and wont help them.
NB a lead of a club from Q76 or a diamond from j8 might help them where a trump wont.
4)(ii) you suspected that dummy would be ruffing
There is a double whammy reason for this lead -dummy has passed openers second suit
(which usually means they are short in the first suit and will want to ruff that suit ) and we
hold declarers first suit which again makes us think dummy will need to ruff it.
ie we have KJ93 hrts , openers first suit.
5) Partner is not the full shilling . They saw us start with hearts and because when we got in
and switched to spades ( which partner won ) they didnt go back to our first suit.
It is very normal for an original leader to have to switch from their main suit and wait
for that suit to be led by partner. Probably the leader had something like this in hearts
KJ843 [ and they know declarer had AQ10 ]
6)Again we might wonder what partner is up to - "setting up my suit " they will answer and
yes they have ....but how do they propose to get in to cash their two winners ?
This was just the sort of hand that they should have ducked your lead back in the hopes
that you had another heart to lead to get them in later.
7) They did it again ! They should have realised that after your K diamonds lead that
the defence had FOUR fairly easy tricks they could get ie Ace Hrts + K sp + Jsp + Q D.
When dummy led a small heart (at trick 2) partner should have jumped up with their
Ace to make sure they made it , and then led a diamond back.
Instead they had a little snooze when the heart was led to declarers singleton Q and so
never made their Ace hrts ( it later got ruffed ) and didn't take four tricks and let the
contract make.

